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ABSTRACT
Breast fibroepithelial lesions, including fibroadenomas
and phyllodes tumours, are commonly encountered in
clinical practice. As histological differences between
these two related entities may be subtle, resulting
in a challenging differential diagnosis, pathological
techniques to assist the differential diagnosis of these
two entities are of high interest. An accurate diagnosis
at biopsy is important given corresponding implications
for clinical decision-making including surgical extent and
monitoring. Second harmonic generation (SHG)
microscopy is a recently developed optical imaging
technique capable of robust, powerful and unbiased
label-free direct detection of collagen fibril structure in
tissue without the use of antibodies. We constructed
tissue microarrays emulating limited materials on biopsy
to investigate quantitative collagen signal in fibroepithelial
lesions using SHG microscopy. Archived formalin-fixed
paraffin-embedded materials of 47 fibroepithelial lesions
(14 fibroadenomas and 33 phyllodes tumours) were
evaluated. Higher collagen signal on SHG microscopy
was observed in fibroadenomas than phyllodes tumours
on SHG imaging (p<0.001, area under the curve 0.859).
At an automated threshold (2.5 million positive pixels),
the sensitivity and specificity of the SHG microscopy for
fibroadenoma classification was 71.4% and 84.4%,
respectively. To corroborate these findings, we performed
immunohistochemistry on tissue array sections using
collagen I and III primary antibodies. Both collagen I and
III immunohistochemical expressions were also significantly
higher in fibroadenomas than in phyllodes tumours
(p<0.001). In conclusion, label-free collagen quantitation
on SHG microscopy is a novel imaging approach that can
aid the differential diagnosis of fibroepithelial lesions.

FINDINGS
Second harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy is
a recently developed optical imaging technique
capable of robust and powerful label-free detection
of collagen fibril structure in tissue.1 Recently, its
feasibility in quantitatively assessing collagen signals
in small biopsies has been demonstrated.2

Specifically in breast cancer, SHG-detected tumour-
aligned collagen signature was shown to be a prog-
nostic signature for survival.3 Fibroepithelial lesions
are commonly encountered in breast biopsies, on
which differential diagnoses of the more common
fibroadenomas and the rarer phyllodes tumours are
considered. Similar radiological and occasional
overlapping histological features of both entities
may pose challenges in distinguishing them on
limited material of core biopsies. Fibroadenomas

are managed conservatively while phyllodes
tumours are usually excised due to their greater
tendency to recur. We anticipated that SHG micros-
copy could have utility in aiding diagnosis in this
setting based on an anticipated increase in collagen
signals in fibroadenomas. To assess this on limited
material, we constructed tissue microarrays with a
2 mm diameter core from archival formalin-fixed
paraffin-embedded tissue of 14 fibroadenomas and
33 phyllodes tumours (19 benign, 10 borderline
and 4 malignant) diagnosed at the Department of
Pathology, Singapore General Hospital with ethics
approval from the Centralised Institutional Review
Board (CIRB 2005/002/F). An unstained tissue
microarray section of 4 mm was subjected to SHG
microscopic scanning as previously described.4 Raw
images were processed based on the Otsu segmen-
tation method and amount of collagen pixels
expressed in green colour was quantified for
respective spots of the tissue microarray. We
observed strikingly higher collagen signals on SHG
imaging in fibroadenomas than phyllodes tumours
with median pixels of 1.26 million and 3.14
million, respectively (figure 1A). The area under
the curve by receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) analysis was 0.859 (p<0.001). Based on a
threshold value (2.5 million pixels) calculated
from the ROC analysis, the sensitivity and specifi-
city of the SHG microscopy for fibroadenoma clas-
sification was 71.4% and 84.4%, respectively
(figure 1C). To corroborate these findings, we
stained the tissue array sections with collagen I and
III antibodies by immunohistochemistry and semi-
quantitatively assessed both the intensity and per-
centage of staining using the immunoreactive
scoring (IRS) method.5 Both collagen I and III
immunohistochemical expressions were signifi-
cantly higher in fibroadenomas than in phyllodes
tumours (figure 1A), with a median difference of
IRS 67.5 (p<0.001) and 47.5 (p<0.001), respect-
ively, substantiating our observations on the SHG
microscopy platform. Furthermore, significant cor-
relations were observed between collagen signals
quantified from the SHG platform with collagen I
(r=0.412, p=0.005) and collagen III (r=0.640,
p<0.001) immunohistochemical expression. Recent
development of SHG microscopy for in vivo
imaging technique6 7 suggests its potential utility as
a non-invasive, label-free diagnostic tool in breast
fibroepithelial lesions. Stromal collagen differences
between fibroadenomas and phyllodes tumours
may also provide further insight into their bio-
logical disparity.
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Take home messages

▸ Second-harmonic generation microscopy is a label-free
optical imaging technology which can detect and quantitate
collagen in tissue sections without immunostaining.

▸ Higher collagen signals are observed in breast
fibroadenomas in comparison to phyllodes tumours,
allowing for useful discrimination.
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